Availability Prediction Methods for Terrestrial Free-Space-Optical Link Under Tropical Climate
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ABSTRACT
Free-space optical (FSO) links provide high speed point-to-point wireless communication, but its availability can easily be affected by weather conditions. In heavy rainfall regions, FSO links are relatively sensitive to rain. Availability prediction of FSO is indispensable part, especially in tropical areas. In this paper, methods to predict FSO link availability are presented. The overall performance of FSO link is described in terms of the availability that can be achieved over anticipated link distance. The availability prediction methods demonstrated for an FSO link ranges up to 5 km. The availability prediction methods are based on long-term statistics of atmospheric attenuations and FSO link budget under tropical climate condition. In tropical regions, for a terrestrial FSO link, carrier class availability can be achieved over a few hundred meters only; whereas enterprise class availability can be achieved over a few kilometers link distances.
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1. INTRODUCTION
FSO is a wireless technology that uses light as a medium of transmission between a pair of transceivers as shown in Figure 1. FSO systems are categorized under optical wireless and consider an emerging high speed point-to-point broadband technology [1]. FSO systems can be used for terrestrial applications such as: inter building connections, backhaul for cellular systems, high quality video surveillance in a city and redundant links for fiber optic. It can be deployed over a few kilometers link distances. Over the years, FSO technology has gained acceptance in enterprise campus network [1]. FSO provides high bandwidth with fast installation time compare with fiber optic [2]. It is also, to date, have free licensing of frequency and high secure compare with radio.

Figure 1. FSO system’s components

Particles suspended in the air due to different weather phenomena such as fog, rain and haze are usually interacting with the photons of optical wavelength causing scattering of the optical signal [3]. Scattering of the optical signal cause attenuation, thereby reducing the overall availability of FSO system. In addition to the weather impact, the FSO channel is affected by scintillation due to atmospheric turbulence [4]. The effect of scintillation can be compensated by using diversity schemes [5]. In tropical regions, the effect of scintillation is almost negligible due to low refractive index structure of turbulence [6]. Moreover, multiuser diversity can improve the capacity performance of FSO channel over strong turbulence [7]. Pointing errors due to misalignment between the two FSO installed headers can also cause additional loss [8]. Practically, this loss can be incurred over more than 3 km FSO link distance [9]. Pointing loss is related to the design of the FSO equipment and can be accomplished by installing FSO headers on solid parts of the building with active auto-tracking system. The auto-tracking system normally uses close loop feedback control mechanism to keep the receive beam on target [9]. These external and internal parameters can affect the performance and link availability of FSO link. Practically, link availability is used to measure the quality of service of a communication system. Therefore, it is important to explain the availability concept and how it will be predicted. The availability can be defined as the time that a link is in operation. It is mostly described and represented in percentage over a year-long period. It can be modelled based on deriving mathematical models or statistical analysis of past data. Also, it can be estimated by calculating the link budget of an FSO communication system. Thus, the availability prediction methods in the present work are based on statistical data and FSO link budget.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, availability prediction methods are presented. Results and analysis are discussed in Section 3, while the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. AVAILABILITY PREDICTION METHODS

As we mentioned that availability of a terrestrial FSO communication link can be predicted using local weather statistics or FSO link budget. In this section, two methods of availability estimations will be demonstrated as follow:

2.1. Availability Prediction Using Local Weather Fade Statistics

Link Availability can be modelled based on statistical analysis of long-term local weather data. The longer period of collecting data, the more accurate the prediction models can be derived. Availability prediction model is varying from one region to another. Each region derives its model which best represent its region and fit with its local weather data. For example, in a tropical climate, rain is the most constant factor that occurs most of the year [10]. Normal haze also be considered as a parameter that influences the optical signal [11]-[12]. For a given fade statistics under tropical climate condition as shown in Figure 2 [12].

![Figure 2. Combined CDF’s of predicted attenuation based on average rain rate and visibility data measured in Malaysia over 5 km FSO link](image-url)
The availability prediction model can be derived and presented as follow [13]:

\[ P_{\text{out}}(\%) = a \exp(b, |Fm|) \]  

\[ a = \begin{cases} 
4.409 & \text{if } d \leq 1 \text{km} \\
1654(d)^{-0.599} + 7.85 & \text{if } 1 \text{km} < d \leq 5 \text{km} 
\end{cases} \]  

\[ b = -0.3147(d)^{-0.9964} \]  

where \( P_{\text{out}} \) is the outage probability; \( a \) & \( b \) are constant coefficients and \( F_m \) is fade margin (dB).

From above model, link availability \( (A) \) for FSO can be predicted as \((1-P_{\text{out}})\). This model is developed based on tropical climate. The atmospheric attenuation due to rain and haze were predicted based on the rain rate and visibility data measured in Malaysia. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of predicted attenuation was obtained using equal probability correlation of CDF of measured data and predicted attenuation models.

### 2.2. Availability Prediction Using FSO Link Budget

The other method which can be used to predict FSO link availability is using FSO link budget. For a typical terrestrial FSO system install in tropical region, the link budget equation can be presented as follows:

\[ P_r = P_t - \text{Geometrical loss} - \text{Atmospheric loss} - \text{Optical losses} \]  

where \( P_t \) & \( P_r \) are transmit and receive power in (dB), and the Geometrical loss can be obtained as [14]:

\[ \text{Geometrical loss} (dB) = 20 \log_{10} \frac{d \theta}{D} \]  

where \( \theta \) is the divergence angle (mrad) and \( D \) is the diameter of the receiver lens (m). The atmospheric attenuation due to haze can be determined using Beer-Lambert law as follow [15]-[16]:

\[ \tau = \exp(-\sigma d) \]  

where \( \sigma \) (km \(^{-1}\)) is the scattering coefficient and obtained based on visibility \( V \) data. Whereas, atmospheric attenuation due to rain can be obtained as [17]:

\[ A_{\text{rp}} (dB) = 5.433187l(\gamma)^{0.377}(R_{\text{rp}})^{0.012} \exp(-0.102d) \]  

where \( \gamma \) is the specific rain attenuation (dB/km) and \( R \) is the rain rate (mm/hr).

Determining all potential losses that may occur during the communication link is an indispensable part of the deployment of FSO system. Geometrical and optical/equipment losses in FSO are considered to be constant losses. Geometrical loss depends on the FSO system parameters and link distance. Regardless the cost efficiency of FSO system, various FSO system parameters will result in different availabilities. At the FSO receiver side, excess power after deducting all constant losses from transmitted power that launched from the transmitter will be considered a link margin. This margin will be allocated for any atmospheric weather influence within the propagating optical link. In other words, the link margin identifies the allowable atmospheric attenuation that is still available. The link margin will be for the additional loss due to rain or haze for optical link. The rise in FSO link distance will increase the total loss. The link availability can be obtained if the received power does not exceed the specific receiver sensitivity for the required link distance. The flow chart of the availability prediction method using FSO link budget is shown in Figure 3.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the FSO link availability is predicted using the two methods which described earlier. For given FSO system parameters the link availability can be calculated and analyzed as follows:

3.1. Predicted Availability Based on Local Weather Data

Using (1), FSO link can achieve 98.5% availability over 3 km link distance for 15 dB fade margin that mostly used for FSO commercial system as shown in Figure 4. This availability is still not achieving carrier class availability. Also from Figure 4 it shown that carrier class availability can be only achieved over a link distance of more than 500 meter for the same fade margin. This indicates different FSO system’s specifications with higher fade margin will result in higher availability.

![Flow Chart of FSO Availability Prediction Using Link Budget Method](image)

Figure 3. Flow Chart of FSO Availability Prediction Using Link Budget Method

![Figure 4. Predicted availability of FSO link under tropical weather condition: Enterprise and Carrier class](image)

Figure 4. Predicted availability of FSO link under tropical weather condition: Enterprise and Carrier class
3.2. Predicted Availability Based on FSO Link Budget

In tropical region, rain attenuation is assumed to be for the additional loss. The rise in the FSO link distance increases the total loss. The link availability can be obtained if the received optical power does not exceed the specific receiver sensitivity for the required link distance. Availabilities of the FSO link due to rain are calculated by using CDF of the predicted rain attenuation in [10]. Geometrical loss is predicted using (5) for FSO system parameters presented in Table 1; whereas optical loss assumed to be 4 dB.

The link margin is obtained over the variation of the link distances in the ranges from 0.1 km to 5 km. The exponential relation of fade margin and link distances is depicted in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. FSO System Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Items</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergence Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Lens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The availability curve in Figure 6 is obtained by the corresponding link margin with each FSO attenuation due to rain shown in Figure 5. The availability in Figure 6 provides indications of reasonable link distances for FSO systems in the tropical areas.

![Figure 5. Fade Margin Variations for Different Percentage of Time over FSO Link Distances](image1)

![Figure 6. FSO Predicted Availability under tropical weather condition](image2)
Carrier class and enterprise class availability are predicted. These results show that the carrier class 99.999% (5-nines) availability can be achieved at a maximum distance of 900 meters only. In other words, five nines is equivalent to 0.001% outage. For this percentage of outage, the amount of potential downtime is equivalent to 5 min per year. Meanwhile, the enterprise availability (> 99%) the FSO can operate of up to three kilometers link distance. This availability corresponds to 1% outage (three and half day downtime). Thus, the desired availability limits the FSO link range at which the FSO system would be deployed.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates availability prediction methods for FSO link. The methods are developed based on long-term statistics of local weather data and can be applied to predicted carrier and enterprise availabilities. FSO Link availability can be modelled based on deriving mathematical models or statistical analysis of past data. Also, it can be estimated by calculating the link budget of an FSO communication link. In tropical regions, carrier class availability (≥ 99.999 %) can only be achieved over the range 500 to 900 meters for 15 dB fade margin; whereas enterprise availability (< 99.999 %) can operate over few kilometers for the same fade margin. The methods can be a useful tool for the design of a terrestrial high-speed, point-to-point, wireless communication links while local weather data are available particular under tropical conditions.
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